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Abstract 

Taking care of your car from start to finish is the best way to maintain it. This system works in the real world, but there are a lot of problems because this method is 

done manually. The project is aimed at companies that own vehicles for their employees, and the current process of manually ordering and assigning vehicles is time-

consuming. The proposed system will be a single core network that integrates various fleet management processes related to internal fleet management, such as 

planning, maintenance, auction, sales, and insurance. A web-based automation management system simplifies and streamlines automated business processes. The 

solution also provides users with tools to monitor vehicle and driver performance. This system is an online fleet management platform. This study includes the 

implementation of a fleet naming system. The system uses the Global Positioning System (GPS) and activities are grouped into modules. A GPS device uses a 

coordinate system (latitude and longitude) to position the vehicle on the ground. 
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1.0. INTRODUCTION 

Planning for fleet preservation management structures begins with analyzing the necessities of the agency (the operational necessities of the automobiles and 

therefore the needs of the business enterprise) concerning fleet maintenance [1]. These necessities further translate into technical goals to be met with the 

help of the planned system. Numerous one-of-a-kind traits are analyzed: the agency, the cars, and operation situations. Whilst assessing the desires of the 

organization, the next parameters want to be considered: environmental demands, commitments to punctuality, deliver chain, quantity demand, protection 

requirement, and human useful resource control [2]. After reading the wants of the power, the fleet manager establishes a widespread concept of the 

functions and useful drift necessary for fleet upkeep regarding, for instance, stock and parts ordering, scheduling for preventive upkeep, and so on. 

Moreover, every feature is analyzed based upon to be had answered alternatives: guide or automatic system, simple category of protection. The center of a 

fleet management device is that the fleet management machine manipulates the center. If not all, most of the intelligence of the gadget resides right here. The 

fleet control machine control center is responsible for acquiring, processing, and dispensing information for better use of the device, the infrastructure, and 

therefore the services. in several words, it's liable for communicating with all the motors of the fleet, monitoring, and monitoring vehicle and path cargo 

reputation, dispatching vehicles, analyzing, managing, and storing all the received records from cars and available records carriers. The records that the 

manipulated center is handling could also be static inclusive of ready hours, records for precise rules, holiday facts, present speed limits, predicted traffic 

volumes on particular street sections at particular periods, or even dynamic like congestion, injuries, and incidents, street  works, climate conditions, To 

manipulate Center consists of all structures and tools important for imparting guidance to the motors also as management of the fleet. The fleet management, 

we could say that fleet control may be a customary period to explain the precise control of an organization's car fleet, the utilization of sure technology, and 

honesty thanks to enhancing operational efficiency in phrases of your time and price. The cars are going to be rental vehicles, buses, trucks or vehicles, taxi 

cabs, ships, railway wagons, airplanes, or even packing containers. The control of the fleet consists of an enormous sor t of features relying on the shape of 
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cars the fleet consists of, along with; driving force and speed control, high-quality route selection, health, and safety policies' compliance, gas manage and 

discount, car financing, automobile maintenance car monitoring and control of products' loading and unloading. Fleet control is a vital tool not simplest for 

the privately-owned organizations but additionally for the public region if we receive the truth that numerous public businesses need to manipulate a fleet of 

automobiles that permits you to serve the community. As an instance, a municipality has its fleet of ambulances or police cars which must be controlled most 

simply, just in case of emergency events. A static fleet management machine maybe a gadget that takes all the info beforehand if you would like to provide 

an answer to the VRP. This suggests the purchasers must be known before the planning technique also because of the driving time between clients and 

therefore the provider time at the clients. After the departure of the vehicle(s), no alternate or development could also be executed to the course. Historically, 

the facts required to manage a fleet of automobiles have been derived from observations made on the protection facility, utilizing mileage, consumables, 

operator defect playing cards, and different information [3]. A definition by using [4] of the normal static vrp is that the following: "all statistics applicable to 

the planning of the routes is assumed to be acknowledged by the planner before the routing system starts. Statistics relevant to the routing does not exchange 

after the routes are built." the answer to the above trouble is being given with a dynamic fleet management gadget which offers a dynamic thanks to the vrp. 

The cooperation of recent technologies that provide actual-time statistics to the machine the utilization of the perfect set of rules should offer fast and 

efficient account troubles that get up for the duration of the time that the fleet is popping in. Vehicle control is a terrific situation even in our gift virtual age. 

The problems related to fleet management during a conventional sample are the best-supported assumption of exercise. The car proprietor or the 

organization with the fleet of automobiles manages them only on the mechanic advice meaning that it's only the mechanic's say is time for renovation or on a 

time assumption. The research work is doing away with the traditional machine of control the fleets of automobiles. The device might be advanced the usage 

of the python flask framework so that it'll allow the quit users to urge entry to the appliance during a multi -area situation ensuring the drift of knowledge 

throughout the commercial enterprise. 

 

2.0 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

The dynamic or real-time within the Dynamic Fleet Management Systems are often obtained by acquiring all the required information for the vehicle that its 

route must be optimized. Additionally, the driving force of the vehicle must have access to the present data and to the requests that are given by the control 

center. This information of the status of a vehicle is measured with a system of devices that are on board and is communicated to the control center via 

mobile and satellite communication systems and is presented to the driving force through an interface. We call this technique Vehicle Onboard System 

(VOS) which is using an appropriate Vehicle interface (VUI). Within the following lines, we'll ask the most technologies which are used onboard. 

The system collects all data for real-time monitoring of all the parameters which affect vehicle position, status, and cargo information. All this information is 

transmitted with a specific communication system to the control center. For the suitable demonstration to the drive of the important time decisions made by 

the route planner, the VOS should be equipped with a Vehicle interface (VUI). Below are presented the technologies involved in VOS. 

A mobile data terminal (MDT) is an onboard computer for acquiring the info transmitted by the sensors, automates the communication control with the 

control center, and displays messages and driver interactions. The MDT might be an embedded device or a mobile computer. [6] Another issue is that on the 

CAN network, the devices can't be connected to the bus, but through a CAN controller and a number processor. In [7] a basic device for a Fleet Management 

System that's placed on a vehicle may be a sensor. A sensor may be a hardware device whose use is to live or record the produced response during a change 

during fitness like temperature or pressure. Sensors measure physical data of the parameter to be monitored. The processing of the info is completed by a 

microprocessor which takes as an input a digital signal. The initial signal may be a continual analog signal that has been digitalized by an analog to digital 

converter. The sensors should be connected to sensors networks wired or wireless, which control and gather all the info measured by the sensors. 

[8] Presents a vehicle performance data processing system employing patented onboard hardware. this technique, called MineFleet, analyzes data streams on 

board the vehicle, generates the analytics, uses wireless networks to send them to a foreign server, and eventually offers them to fleet managers with the 

utilization of an internet-based interface. the essential advantage of the system is that it processes onboard the massive amount of knowledge obtained by all 

the vehicle's sensors and transmits only the results to the remote server over the wireless network. This causes a clear reduction within the cost use of such 

programs thanks to a smaller amount of knowledge transmitted via the wireless networks. The mobile data terminal used may be a computer that hosts the 

software to analyze the info and therefore the interface that connects the vehicle data bus with the computer. The MineFleet on-board module can cooperate 

with embedded devices, mobile phones, and laptops. 

An on-board wired network that was developed within the '80s for the communication of the Electronic Control Units like microcontrollers and therefore the 

devices is Controller Area Network (CAN). CAN may be a network that's supported messages. Each node of the network can send a nd receive messages, but 

not within the same time. Each message has its priority therefore the message with the very best priority is finally transmitted. 
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A CAN application is stated in [9] where they use an easy system supported a CAN bus, a GPS receiver, and therefore the SMS of GSM. 

 

2.1  REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

During research presented by [9], we will see another project which uses the GSM-SMS service to supply information to the utilization with the use of an 

appropriate GSM-SMS device.  

[10] The system provides real-time two-way communication with the control center. The position accuracy of the proposed system proves advantageous 

since even within the worst-case scenario the accuracy doesn't exceed the suitable errors.  

[11] There are many possibilities for the appliance of this technique. It is often used as a multivehicle tracking device, a fleet monitoring system, or maybe 

an anti-theft car vehicle Security Service. Since the communication engine is GSM the tracking is often done internationally with the utilization of roaming 

features of the used cellular service provider and therefore the vehicle is often tracked in any GSM-networked country. It isis often also utilized in road and 

highway safety enforcement since the GPS device can transmit through GSM the vehicle's speed details to the control center.  

[12] GPRS extended the capabilities of existing GSM implementation by allowing information to be transmitted more quickly, immediately, and efficiently 

across the mobile network. It can provide instant connections using radio coverage without the necessity of a dial-up modem. the upper data transmission 

speed allows users to require part in video conferences and interact with multimedia internet sites and similar applications using mobile handheld devices 

also as notebook computers.  

[13] The Wide Area Network is in other words a broad geographical area coverage digital communication network. WANs can cover areas like cities, 

countries, continents, and therefore the whole world. WANs often connect multiple smaller networks, like local area networks (LANs) together. for instance, 

several major LANs during a city can connect forming a WAN. When many networks connect establishing a much bigger network (a bigger WAN), the 

resulting network is named an internetwork, which is generically called "an internet". [14] the most important WAN that exists is "The Internet". We use the 

capital I due to this reason. it's the result of the connection of all WANs within the World. In-vehicle fleets a WAN is made between the vehicles and 

therefore the control center and between the vehicles themselves since they operate during a broad geographical area. the info transmission in these formed 

WANs is achieved through wireless technology, which is data transmission without the utilization of wires.  

GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) may be a global standard for mobile communications. The difference of GSM with similar older 

technologies is that the signaling and therefore the speech channels are digital. That‟s why GSM is taken into account as a second-generation (2G) mobile 

system. It‟s also the rationale of why it's so widely-spread employed by many digital communication applications.  

[15] Uses SMS over GPRS to realize a transmission speed of about 30 SMS messages per minute which is far faster than using the standard SMS over GSM, 

whose SMS transmission speed is about 6 to 10 SMS messages per minute.  

An approach of the utilization of GPRS over GSM network is shown in [16] where a system implementing these technologies is developed with 

collaboration to a GPS module for acquiring vehicle location and applying transmission of messages. it's a vehicle real-time tracking system that will be used 

for fleet planning. The GPRS operating over the prevailing GSM networks doesn't overload the prevailing network traffic providing data transmission 

efficiency.  

[17] reported the very fact that the GSM networks cover a really large area and therefore the GPRS is that the largest network for data transmission always 

on and available makes this approach suitable as a real-time tracking management system. The GPS module locates the situation of the vehicle and thru the 

GPRS network sends this data to the control center. Following the fleet, the operator collects this data and may therefore schedule an idea efficiently. The 

system also can be wont to measure real-time traffic data like areas with congestion or in emergencies to report a vehicle position to a rescue fleet operator 

quickly and automatically. 

 

3.0 ANALYSIS AND STYLE  

The research work section is predicated on the analysis and proposed system design. This area of the inquire about project work is that the hypothesis of the 

center usage. the prevailing framework has been physically worked over the years; it's going to be a framework during which all the strategies of overseeing 

encryption and unscrambling are of a manual approach. Basic investigation of this framework uncovers that it's susceptible to errors and records are wrong. 

An illustration could also be a staff attempting to enroll deals and at an equivalent time surging back to confront a line of anxious retailers holding up to be 

gone too. This makes the put so swarmed with clients with fair one individual getting to them. In some cases, thanks to inaccessibility of staffs, clients who 

produce other things to try to, conclusion up lost their different arrangement.  

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

The conventional system of fleet management is managed by the drivers or the mechanic who decides on when the upkeep of the system is to be scheduled. 

Any manual processes virtually encounter an error. the normal mean of fleet management doesn't go well supported human error and issues. The fleet system 

manages all activities of the entire vehicle e.g. fuel, track, driver rotation, etc, these don't ease to be managed by a person's agent but an automatic system 

that needs no human intervention. 
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3.2 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The project work of the system design explains the entire functionality and operability of the system. The system was designed and implemented using the 

python flask framework with another development language like HTML5 and Bootstrap for the frontend and a couple of static files. These applications after 

compilation are tested employing a personnel computer, mobile, and a laptop running Windows, Linux, Mac, etc run the browser.  This application contains 

six major modules; registration, login. The registration module is used to register all user of this platform and store into their database. All registered users 

have their identification id. The user can log in through the login module to possess access to their private dashboard on which another function is seen. The 

work has its location tracker of power by Google through the use of a GPS locator system. 

Fleet Management using Square-rigger Corporation Vehicle Tracker Model 

General features Algorithm 

Maintain accurate history of kit maintenance 

Capture all costs related to equipment operations 

Identify costs by fleet, group, or individual units, and identify abnormal costs 

Provide service and labor analysis for informed management decisions 

Generate reports for governmental safety compliance 

Track work orders, fuel, tires, parts, labor, employees, vendors and vendor prices, 

Expiration dates, departments, and customers 

Preventive maintenance (PM) features Algorithm 

1. Flexible scheduling 

a. Set by day, miles, hours, or kilometers 

b. Cascading (PM‟s within PM‟s) links eliminate duplication of labor 

c. No limit to the quantity of PM‟s you'll create 

2. „Next Service Due‟ report lists equipment supported miles, days, hours or  

Combinations 

3. Meter change/rollover accurately handled. 

a. PM‟s are supported the new readings 

b. “Total miles” stay accurate 

c. Cost per mile and mile per gallon values are unaffected 

4. Full meter reading history no matter source 

20 

a. Bad readings are immediately obvious as they're displayed in red 

b. Edit all values from one screen 

5. Mass assign PM‟s to all or any or any vehicles or a get group 

6. PM forecasting supported average usage per normal workday 

Repair features Algorithm 

1. Assign multiple mechanics, each with different labor hours, to at least one service 

2. Reason codes are often assigned to each service, not just to the work order 

3. Each service on work order may have a special date and/or meter reading 

4. Service procedure checklist could even be printed for mechanics signature 

5. VMRS compliant but may include your codes 

6. Compliant with hazardous waste (HAZMAT) tracking 

7. Custom labor rates (including flat-rate pricing) tailored for every customer 

8. Custom parts mark-up tailored for every customer 

9. Rapid entry of random costs without a bit order 

10. Flexible work order billing by department or customer 

11. Customizable item billing 

12. View part and repair history while within the work order 
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13. Add parts, services, equipment, or customers from inside a bit order, 'on-the-fly 

14. Mass work order billing 

Parts inventory features Algorithm 

1. Issue parts from any warehouse, in any unit of measure no matter how 

purchased 

2. Automatically alert and generate Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) for 

part warranties 

3. Takeover of stock or non-stocking parts, which automatically generates a purchase 

record receives and issues the part – all 'under the covers' 

4. Use flat rate, margin, or mark-up pricing 

5. Select valuation method – LIFO, FIFO, or last paid 

6. Provides inventory level and valuation for any requested day 

7. Complete audit trail of all part transactions 

8. Stock levels could even be different for each warehouse 

9. Barcode parts or bins 

10. Automatically create part requisitions supported stocking levels and order points 

11. Automatically reorder parts and consolidate purchase orders to provide one 

Purchase order per vendor 

12. Sell parts with the over-the-counter sales function 

13. Mass PO printing 

Fuel tracking features Algorithm 

1. Eliminates data entry by importing outside vendor or Fuel Island Assistant fuel 

Records directly into Vehicle Tracker fuel tracking 

2. Links to automated fuel systems like Gasboy, Fuelman, PetroVend. 

3. Thorough analysis reporting is often summarized by any group and/or date range 

you choose 

4. Easily transfer interstate fuel tax sums to state reporting forms 

5. Fast, reliable, data entry with pick lists and automatic calculations 

6. Full detailed IFTA data report 

Tire tracking features 

1. cradle-to-grave tire wear analysis 

a. Tread depth log by 32nd of an in. for each tire 

b. Treadwear tracked by position on the vehicle. 

2. Recap tracking, sales tracking 

3. Quick tire rotation 

4. Miles per 32nd and price per 32nd reports 

Detailed analysis reporting 

1. Mechanic productivity for services, comparing mechanics times to budgeted 

Hours or company averages 

2. Inventory level justification – slow-moving or dead parts identification 

3. Vehicle cost per unit of measure (miles, hours, kilometers) 

4. Miles per gallon 

5. Tire cost per mile 
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4.1 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

Fleet Management Systems are going to be developed using the python flask framework which can allow the top users to access the appliance during a 

multi-location scenario ensuring the flow of data across the organization. See the figure below for the implementation result. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Fleet Distance Measurement 

 Figure 4.2 

GPRS Location Page 
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5.1 CONCLUSION 

Within the ultimate decades, the cargo transportation industry is confronting unused challenges thanks to the globalization of markets requires way better 

and just-in-time administrations with lower taken a toll. The fashionable advances that are created as lately like fawning situating, information handling, and 

communication capabilities, have driven the development of armada administration frameworks. Armada administration frameworks and particularly 

energetic armada administration frameworks have going to be a requirement for transportation companies everywhere on the planet.  

 

5.2 RECOMMENDATION 

The system was designed with specific companies and organizations to manage many fleets of cars, trucks. The work is target to an automated location of 

car position on planet earth by power Google. 
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